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Non-Stop Service with VM Replication

Client server
Xen state of the art:
Ramus – buffers checkpoints per epic

VM Replication
Why COarse-grain LOck-stepping (COLO)

VM Replication is an overly strong condition
Coarse-grain lock-stepping VMs
Secondary VM is a replica, as if it can generate same response with primary so far

Non-stop service focus on server response, not internal machine state!
Architecture of COLO

COarse-grain LOck-stepping Virtual Machine for Non-stop Service
Improving Response Similarity

- Minor Modification to Guest TCP/IP Stack
- Coarse Grain Time Stamp
- Highly-deterministic ACK mechanism
- Coarse Grain Notification Window Size
- Per-Connection Comparison
Checkpoint Cost with Optimizations

Final cost: 74ms/checkpoint: (1/3 on page transmission, 2/3 on suspend/resume)

Leave Net UP - 270ms

Leave EventChannel up - 540ms

Replace XenStore Access with Eventchannel - 550ms
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